
 “Eagle Eye” Fiber Optic Sight Set for TaurusTX™ 22 
 Modifications For Variance In Rear Dovetail 

 Due to the varying tolerances with a Taurus TX22, we have seen that in some cases sanding is required to 
 successfully fit the rear sight into the TX22. 

 If your rear sight is not sliding in smoothly, do not force it into place. 

 The tolerances on the factory dovetail can vary significantly in either direction and each TX22 slide dovetail will vary 
 from one to the next. The way the factory rear sight installs with the screw down from above will fit across the 
 spectrum, but would not allow for the adjustability we were looking for. 

 We have made our rear sight to securely fit the widest range of slides meaning that dovetails on the shallowest end of 
 the spectrum may need a slight touch up as they may not otherwise slip into the dovetail easily. 

 To modify your rear sight: 
 ●  Place a piece of fine sandpaper down on a table and rub the bottom of the sight base in a circle a few times to 

 remove some anodizing. 
 ●  If it is still tight, you may repeat as necessary until it is a snug fit and is rock-solid once the set screws are 

 engaged. 
 ●  That will allow you to drift the sight into proper alignment and secure it down with the set screws with ease. 

 We do not recommend using a file or modifying anything but the base. A file can remove too much material and do so 
 unevenly. 

 Please note that altering any other dimension can impact the sights ability to securely mount to the slide. 

 Please keep in mind that all TANDEMKROSS parts are American made and guaranteed for life! If in the event there is 
 any reason our parts are not performing to your expectations, you are certainly most welcome to return them at any 
 time for an exchange or refund. 


